The ELECTRIC HUMAN – Section 3 – Questions & Answers

Where do I place the electrode pads?

Probably the second most asked question by users is “Where do I place the electrode pads?” While a seemingly
simple question, it is one with a very broad answer. The understanding of this question allows the informed user
to strategize and get the most effective use and targeting out of even modest equipment.

PROBLEM ASSESSMENT
Most users who ask this question are coming from a Rife-based background and have usually only recently
heard of the technology or are still learning about the new capabilities. Most often they only are aware of the
“destructive” mechanism typically associated with Rife
largely because of the lack of good technical information
being made available OR their mindset promoted by
traditional allopathy of letting the doctor handle all “those
complicated problems” for them. This self-imposed
handicap allows the user to miss probably 98% of the
other capabilities the technology offers. As these other
capabilities are better understood, electrode placement
becomes quite logical and evident rather than intuitive.

STRATEGY OF ATTACK
When these many other complementary issues are considered, more complex and efficient strategies can be
devised. A practitioner capable of recognizing, understanding, addressing, and conveying these ancillary issues is
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priceless when developing strategies. Specialists such as an acupuncturist
can help provide strategies not even considered by conventional
allopath’s.

As application occurs, regular professional monitoring and assessment can
recognize physiology changes and needed supplementation that can
greatly enhance effectiveness and help provide new strategies as the body
environment changes…. Something patients often don’t recognize
themselves or are often at a loss to understand.

APPLICATION & DELIVERY
A contact instrument such as the PFG2z shown
here has an enormous number of uses across
many realms of science, but when combined with
the scriptable PFG Lab software becomes
especially useful as a tool for Rife technology,
wellness, and other applications.
Delivery of signal and energies is in many ways
limited largely, only by the knowledge and
innovation of the user or researcher.
While radiant plasma is typically considered best for full body application, strategic placement of electrodes can
more efficiently direct energy to general or very specific areas of the body. While the use of specific frequencies
are generally thought of as the targeting mechanism for destroying specific types of organisms, thoughtful
placement can enhance that further by localizing the majority of the delivered energy to a
specific area of interest.

CIRCULATORY STRATEGY
The high iron content of the circulatory system provides an extremely good conductive
pathway which reaches virtually every place within the body. With a little
thought, and consideration (and a few exceptions) this is the method most
folks utilize without realizing it.
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Certain areas such as the inner wrist and ankle
provide very thin conductive skin in close
proximity to both major veins and arteries. While
conduction is not limited only to this amazing
pathway, it certainly provides a major pathway
between connection/application points. By simple
consideration of electrode placement, it is easy to
see in these diagrams how one might selectively
focus on a localized area to address the user’s
unique requirements.
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The WRIST-WRIST scenario seen here can focus on
upper torso needs while the ANKLE-ANKLE
configuration can focus on issues of the legs and
groin/digestive areas.
The LEFT WRIST-ANKLE and RIGHT WRIST-ANKLE
arrangements shown here of course focus largely
on the respective LEFT or RIGHT sides as
appropriate for the user’s unique needs.
The LEFT ANKLE-RIGHT WRIST and RIGHT ANKLELEFT WRIST likewise are particular for “full body”
administration and especially useful if alternated
between the 2 from time to time.
There are however numerous INTERMEDIATE
CONTACT LOCATION (usually in joint and soft
tissue areas that may also be considered to “fine
tune” the users strategic localized targeting for
their unique needs and situation.

THE ELECTRODES SHOULD NEVER
BE PLACED ON THE HEAD OR HEART!
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BRAIN CONSIDERATIONS
There are certain reasons why one would want to
target the brain or areas of the head. As noted we
do NOT suggest electrode placement on the head.
Although probably safe within certain limits, the
PFG is capable of much larger output than what
should be applied directly. The locations shown
here on the two Trapezius Muscles of the neck will
provide sufficient signal delivery to the head in a
much safer manner to satisfy most user’s needs.

Contact application need not be terribly cumbersome or
restrictive. A typical operating environment will allow continuation
of most non-mobile tasks and relaxation, such as operating the
computer, reading, watching television, listening to music, or even
(my favorite) napping.

These types of operating arrangements can of course be symbiotically used in associating with various other
types of brainwave and relaxation modalities for enhanced performance of both.

Special Note: There are many interesting new developments occurring in the realm of mind and brainwave
applications where these and other special signals are being developed for entirely new and exciting uses.
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ACUPUNCTURE POINTS AND THE MERIDIAN SYSTEM

One of the most overlooked and underutilized systems for effective
application strategies is the use of the acupuncture meridian system.
The meridian system itself is an amazing circulating network of energy made
up of the Hyaluronic Acid molecule. This molecule itself arranges to form an
insulating barrier with a highly conductive water soluble oil which is
suggested to also have fiber optic properties.
While traditional ancient medicines
have long considered this integral
system, it has only recently been
“rediscovered” in western civilization
via the use of modern nuclear
imaging. What is significant is that this
highly conductive pathway provides in
essence “direct wiring” to specific
organs and locations.
While it is not necessary for the end
user to fully learn this complex
system, it can be tremendously beneficial to enlist the guidance of an
experienced acupuncturist to locate key acupuncture points corresponding to
their intended focus points or areas of interest.
Note: Some researchers have equated these acupuncture points as complete
holographic mapping of and connection to the entire body in an easily
accessible location. Others, more technically inclined, have observed it is quite similar to the ODB2 Diagnostic
Port that modern auto mechanics plug into to get a computerized view and direct access to the entire system.
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IMMERSABLE ELECTRODES
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Regardless of the pathway strategy, and
without reliance of knowledge of the
meridian system, it is still possible to utilize
these strategically “good” application
points.
The immerse-able electrode (shown at the
feet), unlike the adhesive type shown here
on the right wrist, is being essentially
terminated on the other end of the body
circuit through ALL the acupuncture points
of the feet as well as the circulatory system
passing through the ankles.

Heavily salted water provides excellent conductivity through
the water with effective delivery to the many acupuncture
points of interest. This same philosophy can also be used in the
corresponding points in the hand.
Although this method is not always practical, it should be
considered when previous results experienced are less than
what is desired.
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WHOLE BODY APPLICATION
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In the cases of whole body application such as a viral infection,
malignant, blood borne bacteria, parasites etc., the strategies discussed
so far are typically the best. However
many issues may be better addressed by
much more focused and localized
application.

DIRECT CONTACT
In many applications, direct contact to a
specific area is desirable and preferred.
A localized tumor is one example, but of illustration purposes we will use Arthritis as an example. While the
situation can be systemic, we normally consider it a somewhat localized issue.
Note: a more extensive document specifically on Arthritis considerations is available in the Protocols area,
Section 3 of The Electric Human 1 at the PulsedTechResearch.com
website.
In the case of arthritis the strategy is multifold and not as in
conventional therapies to simply treat pain and swelling. That never
addresses the underlying problem, only the symptoms.
In a logical approach one would:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Eradicate (kill) the source of the source of the problem
Address the pain
Address the swelling
Provide the needed materials for repair
Provide a method of enhanced delivery and uptake
Provide the needed energies for self-repair and restoration

Localized application through thoughtful placement does just these
things. Pathogens are targeted. Swelling and pain are addressed via a
flood of electrons which assist a desirable change in pH while at the
same time interfering with the pain signal going back to the brain. The
change in pH makes for a more “undesirable” environment for the
pathogens. The supplements/cream act as a conductive gel. The
electronic action assists delivery of these molecules deep into the
tissues and are more readily accepted by the tissues because of
electroporation. These supplemental molecules are then able to be
more easily be utilized by the cells and tissues as a result of the

1

http://www.pulsedtechresearch.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/Arthritis-Holman-Dorneanu-Drake.pdf
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increased available energies provided and available for the metabolic processes.

This also serves as an example where direct localized contact is typically much better than more expensive
radiant plasma application. One should never assume the most expensive instrument is the better selection for
a solution to a problem. Careful thought and planning may show otherwise.

OTHER GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS AND NOTES
•

EFFECTIVE ELECTRODE APPLICATIONS:
o It has been noted that the most effective application procedures often place electrodes directly
over and behind a tumor where possible. When treating skin cancer, however, the electrodes
might be placed side by side, so that the route between them is directly through the target area.
o One should also remember that blood via the circulatory system distributes cancer virus (and
free malignant cells infected with viruses) throughout the body.
o So, in order to protect against the spread of future tumors, time should also be taken to use the
correct frequencies on the natural energy pathways, (i.e. whole body strategies via hands and
feet), which distribute generally to the other parts of the body.

•

A CASE OF PROSTATE CANCER:
o A South American clinic once wrote about a terminal case of prostate cancer that did not
respond when the proper frequencies were applied to the hand meridians (typically, the correct
location). This indicated that the meridian in the hands were blocked and the frequencies were
not reaching the prostate as intended. (Blocked meridians are reportedly most common in
prostate, uterine, pancreatic, liver, lung and bowel cancer.)
o Electrodes were then placed directly over and behind the tumor to bypass the blocked meridian
and the same frequencies produced dramatic results. The clinic submitted a progress report
which stated that the man’s PSA (a prostate tumor marker) dropped from 145 to 1.5; a PSA
below average for his age group, strongly suggesting that the malignant mass was completely
gone.
o This case revealed that it was necessary to bypass the blocked meridian to deliver the
frequencies directly to the tumor mass.
o HOW IT WAS DONE:
 Doctors placed one electrode on the abdomen below the navel, and the other near but
not inside the rectum.
 Frequencies passed through the prostate and bypassed meridians which may have been
blocked by various deposits of toxins traveling to and from the urinary bladder.

WE can see that each personal situation is different, unique, and constantly changing, providing both individual
challenges and opportunities. Careful thought with diligent personal use under the guidance and monitoring of a
skilled practitioner will often provide the user the desired results and success even when or after conventional
medicine has failed or has no solution. With these guidelines and understandings, even the most modest user
should be able to assemble an effective strategy for successful application.
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